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Introduction
The activities in Maths on the Net encourage and develop flexible mathematical thinking. They are not
classic arithmetic problems. The activities demand the application of acquired mathematical skills in
game form and in multi-level progressions. This ability to apply skills is investigated in various
educational studies (Pisa et al), for good reason. This is due to the great importance of the confident use
of mathematics for all later education. This is practised to different degrees according to school and
teaching material.
The activities can be applied in school, accompanying all teaching courses, or at home. The checkups are
acoustic and visual. The activities are explained with the use of help functions.
There are basically two different activity types – activities which the children should solve by themselves,
and “Partner activities”. Here, the children can create individual activities for each other. This “creation” of
activities for other children is fun, provides motivation, and enables special successes in learning.
When working with the activities, the subject matter itself and the relevant learning process is always of
prime importance, and not the medium itself. There is immediate feedback for all activities and activity
elements. In the case of errors, a new attempt is recommended, and if the answer is correct, the user
receives motivational praise.
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Didactic tips
The activities are derived from the internet platforms “Das Mathebuch” (The Maths Book) and
“Mathetiger” (Maths Tiger). The activities are therefore solvable for children of the respective school
years. The activities also provide feedback on the child’s skill level. Give encouraging praise for every
correct answer. If the activities in the year selected are too simple, then select the activities from the
same topic in the next year level. In this way, the child is both motivated and the challenged, and the
appropriate encouragement leads to success in learning. Select the activities from the relevant topic
in the next year below if a child is experiencing difficulties with the activities in the current year level.
Some activities are particularly challenging (Labelling). These are appropriately demanding and
therefore encouraging for gifted children. Solving these activities requires greater ability and deserves
emphatic praise.

Explanations for use
On the Topics page you will find a list of all available topics and download options for
supplementary materials. If you select a Topic, you will see the activities belonging to this Topic, as
well as a screenshot and short description. Click on an activity to start.

Depending on the connection to the internet (modem, ISDN, broadband), the loading can take up to
1 minute. Once the activity has loaded, however, it can be done swiftly and easily. A short instruction
to introduce the activity is given in written as well as child-compatible spoken form. This instruction
can be accessed at any time via the corresponding button.
There are 2 types of activity:

Activity type 1:

Activities in a specific Topic

Activity type 2:

Here, the children are encouraged to create their own activities and
print them up for each other
Activities marked with a yellow dot are especially
challenging.
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Help functions for the activities
• Active help in doing the activities
Each activity is explained visually and acoustically once it starts.
• Help after the first mistake
If an activity has been incorrectly completed, the wrong entry will be highlighted and the user will
be asked to have another go. If the activity is incorrectly completed a second time, the correct
answer will be displayed.
• Question marks
At any time during the activity, the instructions can be opened by clicking on the question mark.
• Active operation help
Acoustic explanation of the functional elements on roll-over.
• Activity-specific evaluation screen
The feedback evaluation of the activity is displayed automatically once an activity has been
completed.
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Calculating with the 20 chart – Exercise 1

Do the activity:
Solving addition sums over 10 using the
20 chart
Tip: Click on the tiles to make them appear
or disappear. Several tiles at once can be
changed by clicking on any tile in one of
the rows.

Calculating with the 20 chart – Exercise 2

Do the activity:
Solving subtraction sums above 10 using
the 20 chart
Tip: Click on the tiles to make them appear
or disappear. Several tiles at once can be
changed by clicking on any tile in one of
the rows.

Calculating with the 20 chart – Exercise 3

Do the activity:
Solving addition and subtraction sums
with the target solutions 11 to 20 using
the 20 chart
In the first step, select the target number to
be practiced.
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Calculating with the 20 chart – Exercise 3 (continued)
Tip: Click on the tiles to make them appear
or disappear. Several tiles at once can be
changed by clicking on any tile in one of
the rows.

Counting to 100 – Numerals

Do the activity:
Memory game – Match the numbers,
numerals, place value notation, and
value indicators up to 100
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.

Sorting numbers on the number line

Do the activity:
Sorting numbers on the number line
Tip: The numbers appear above the
number line and must be placed on the
correct peg using Drag & Drop.
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Doing exercises in the 100 chart

Create activities for other children:
Doing exercises in the 100 chart
The task consists of three steps. First, the
child must give in 10 numbers, which will
later help orienting in the 100 chart. Then
10 letters must be placed, which must be
assigned their corresponding numbers in
the next step. Now the activity can be
printed up along with the solution.

Printouts: Activity and solutions

Addition and subtraction – Exercise 1

Addition and subtraction – Activity 1
Do the activity:
Memory game – match the addition
problems to their solutions
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.
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Addition and subtraction – Exercise 2

Do the activity:
Memory game – match the subtraction
problems to their solutions
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.

Addition and subtraction – Exercise 3

Do the activity:
Memory game – match the addition/
subtraction problems to their solutions
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.

Addition and subtraction – Exercise 4

Do the activity:
Memory game – two addition problems
have the same solution
This exercise is a differentiation for gifted
children
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.
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Addition and subtraction – Exercise 5

Do the activity:
Memory game – two subtraction
problems have the same solution
This exercise is a differentiation for gifted
children
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.

Addition and subtraction – Exercise 6

Do the activity:
Memory game – one subtraction and one
addition problem have the same solution
This exercise is a differentiation for gifted
children
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.

Multiplication and division – Exercise 1

Do the activity:
Memory game – Match the multiplication
problems to their solutions
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.
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Multiplication and division – Exercise 2

Memory game – Match the division
problems to their solutions
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.

Multiplication and division – Exercise 3

Memory game – Match the division/
multiplication problems to their solutions
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.

Multiplication and division – Exercise 4

Do the activity:
Memory game – two multiplication
problems have the same solution
This exercise is a differentiation for gifted
children
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.
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Multiplication and division – Exercise 5

Do the activity:
Memory game – two division problems
have the same solution
This exercise is a differentiation for gifted
children
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.

Multiplication and division – Exercise 6

Do the activity:
Memory game – reversal activities
This exercise is a differentiation for gifted
children
First, the user selects a multiplication table
to practice.

The picture shows reversal problems for the
5x table.
Tip: The user can choose to play against the
computer or against a partner.
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Multiplication Tables – Exercise 1

Do the activity:
Multiplication tables – The numbers 1
and 10
To give in one of the rows, click on the
numbers with the dark green background
for the corresponding column or line. This
will empty all the fields in the row. After
having entered a number in a field, use the
Tab key to jump to the next field.

Multiplication Tables – Exercise 2

Do the activity:
Multiplication tables – The numbers 2, 4
and 8
To give in one of the rows, click on the
numbers with the dark green background
for the corresponding column or line. This
will empty all the fields in the row. After
having entered a number in a field, use the
Tab key to jump to the next field.

Multiplication Tables – Exercise 3

Do the activity:
Multiplication tables – The numbers 5
and 10
To give in one of the rows, click on the
numbers with the dark green background
for the corresponding column or line. This
will empty all the fields in the row. After
having entered a number in a field, use the
Tab key to jump to the next field.
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Multiplication Tables – Exercise 4

Do the activity:
Multiplication tables – The numbers 3, 6
and 9
To give in one of the rows, click on the
numbers with the dark green background
for the corresponding column or line. This
will empty all the fields in the row. After
having entered a number in a field, use the
Tab key to jump to the next field.

Multiplication Tables – Exercise 5

Do the activity:
Multiplication tables – The number 7
To give in one of the rows, click on the
numbers with the dark green background
for the corresponding column or line. This
will empty all the fields in the row. After
having entered a number in a field, use the
Tab key to jump to the next field.

Multiplication Tables – Exercise 6

Do the activity:
Multiplication tables – The numbers 2 to
10
To give in one of the rows, click on the
numbers with the dark green background
for the corresponding column or line. This
will empty all the fields in the row. After
having entered a number in a field, use the
Tab key to jump to the next field.
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Calculating with money – Exercise 1

Create activities for other children:
We’re calculating with money – Addition
In the first step the child selects three pairs
of objects and assigns a price to each, to a
maximum of € 100. There’s a pre-defined
price range for each object. If the price the
child assigns is outside this price range, the
programme will ask the child to choose a
price within the range.

Once the child has selected 6 objects, the
three addition sums which follow must then
be solved.

Printouts: Activity and solutions
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Calculating with money – Exercise 2

Create activities for other children:
We’re calculating with money – Addition
and subtraction
In the first step the child selects three pairs
of objects and assigns a price to each, to a
maximum of € 100. There’s a pre-defined
price range for each object. If the price the
child assigns is outside this price range, the
programme will ask the child to choose a
price within the range.

Once the child has selected 6 objects, the
three addition/subtraction sums which
follow must then be solved.

Printouts: Activity and solutions
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Geometry – Exercise 1

Create activities for other children:
Building and counting with tinker cubes
Tip: The tinker cubes are not placed using
Drag & Drop. Click once on the colour you
want, and then move the mouse cursor
over the base. Every time you left-click with
the mouse, you place a cube. You can only
build in one row at a time. Click on the little
arrow to begin. The maximum size is: 5 x 5
x 5 cubes.

Printouts: Activity and solutions
Each of the 5 rows of tinker cubes is made
visible, so that the volume can be precisely
defined.

Geometry – Exercise 2

Create activities for other children:
Placing shapes and counting with pattern
blocks – type 1
Tip: The pattern blocks are placed using
Drag & Drop. Click on a block and pull it,
holding the left mouse button, onto the
white space. You can then use the arrows
keys on your keyboard to turn the block as
long as you continue to hold the left mouse
button.
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Geometry – Exercise 2 (continued)
Printouts: Activity and solutions
The programme transforms the pattern
blocks as they have been placed into a
closed plane. The outlines of the individual
blocks are not on the print out.
One possible solution is given. The user
should try to find out how the blocks must
be arranged to form the shape given.
Additionally, another solution can be given in.
The size of the pattern blocks on the print
out corresponds to the size of the blocks in
the PDF file, which can be downloaded on
the Selection page. This PDF file has two
versions – one in colour for colour printers,
and a black and white version which can be
coloured in after being printed out. Then the
blocks must be cut out.

Geometry – Exercise 3

Create activities for other children:
Placing shapes on the axis of symmetry
with pattern blocks
Tip: The pattern blocks are placed using
Drag & Drop. Click on a block and pull it,
holding the left mouse button, onto the
white space. You can then use the arrows
keys on your keyboard to turn the block as
long as you continue to hold the left mouse
button.

Printouts: Activity and solutions
The size of the pattern blocks on the print
out corresponds to the size of the blocks in
the PDF file, which can be downloaded on
the Selection page. This PDF file has two
versions – one in colour for colour printers,
and a black and white version which can be
coloured in after being printed out. Then
the blocks must be cut out.
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Geometry – Exercise 4

Create activities for other children:
Creating and continuing a pattern – type 1
The child creates the pattern by selecting a
colour and colouring in the squares.

Tip: If you hold the left mouse button and
move the cursor over the squares, you can
colour in the squares more quickly, instead
of clicking on each one individually.
The pattern is multiplied by the programme
and the black lines dividing squares of the
same colour are removed. The child must
now complete the pattern (see the
printout).

Printouts: Activity and solutions
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Geometry – Exercise 5

Create activities for other children:
Creating and continuing a pattern – type 2
The child creates the pattern by selecting a
colour and colouring in the squares.

Tip: If you hold the left mouse button and
move the cursor over the squares, you can
colour in the triangles more quickly, instead
of clicking on each one individually.
The pattern is multiplied by the programme
and the black lines dividing triangles of the
same colour are removed. The child must
now complete the pattern (see the
printout).

Printouts: Activity and solutions
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Geometry – Exercise 6

Create activities for other children:
Set corners and parallels
First the child marks out the shape. Then
the number of corners and parallel sides are
counted and given in. In the example here
there is one pair of parallel sides, meaning
there are 2 parallel sides.
Tip: There are always at least 2 blue dots.
These cannot be moved. The black “elastic
band” must first be pulled to a brown dot.
The blue dots can be deleted by clicking on
them. Two blue dots will always remain,
however.
Printouts: Activity and solutions
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